Openest collection provides adaptable solutions that respond to the ever-evolving nature of work, enticing people to come into the office while making the most of your floorplate. Openest elements gracefully blend to create spaces that are comfortable, warm, and inviting. Feel right at home as you work alone, work together, or simply relax. Power, Workware® collaborative technology solution, and storage can be integrated.
Dynamic spaces for diverse workstyles:
Break up traditional office settings with Openest retreats, for quiet reflection or private interactions with single and double retreats, available as desks or booths. The eight Retreats create a refuge for individual contemplation or private interactions between team members. With so many elements to choose from, you can present a look that’s neat and uncluttered while providing a cozy, functional refuge.

Balance technology with comfort
Enable presenting and communicating with monitor mounts and integrated collaborative technology solutions such as Workware wireless. Stay connected and organized. Stow personal belongings — and keep devices charged — with intuitive accessories that provide storage, outlets, and USB ports for people on the go.

Finishes
- Trim Color: Accent Orange, Black, Smooth Plaster, Rusty Red
- Thread Colors: Accent Orange, Black, Plaster, Rusty Red
- Retreat and Sprig Table Surfaces – Painted: Black, Polar, Stormy, Vapor
- Sprig Table Surfaces – Wood: Plank Oak, Plank Walnut
- Retreat Worksurfaces: Painted, Laminate, Veneer

Desks
- Single Desk
- Double Desk (Available with Monitor Mount)
- Privacy Desk (Available left or right)

Booths
- Single Booth
- Double Booth (Available with Height-Adjustable Table)
- Privacy Booth (Available with booth on left or right)
- Corner Booth (Available with booth on left or right)
- Conference Booth (Available with Monitor Mount)

Accessories
- Soft Storage
- Hideaway Power
- Coat Hook
- Square or Rectangle Pillow
- Bezel USB Module
- Bezel Power Module
- Height-Adjustable Table
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